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Abstract In genetic transformation systems, antibiotic

resistance genes are routinely used as powerful markers for

selecting transformed cells from surrounding non-trans-

formed cells. However, simultaneous use of the gene

encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP) and an antibiotic

resistance gene facilitates the selection process, since it

allows visible selection of transformed cells. Here, we

report the development of a visual selection system for

transformed cells using a GFP marker without selection

against antibiotics after Agrobacterium-mediated transfor-

mation in rice. Both GFP protein levels and GFP

fluorescence in calli isolated by visual selection were

higher than in calli selected on hygromycin (Hyg), sug-

gesting that transgenic calli hyper-accumulating GFP were

efficiently obtained by selection using GFP fluorescence

itself rather than Hyg resistance. Furthermore, gfp tran-

scripts in calli isolated by visual selection were more

abundant than under Hyg selection; in contrast, transcript

levels of hpt in calli selected visually were comparable to

those obtained under Hyg selection. These results suggest

that there was no correlation between hpt and gfp expres-

sion levels, despite the fact that they are aligned in tandem

on an integrated locus after selection by either GFP fluo-

rescence or Hyg resistance. This fact indicates that

positional effects can influence the expression of each

transgene differently, even when they are located in tan-

dem at the same locus. In summary, based on our results,

we discuss a model system for rice cell culture transfor-

mation for the production of recombinant proteins using

visual selection.
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Abbreviations

GFP Green fluorescent protein

Hyg Hygromycin

hpt Hygromycin phosphotransferase

Introduction

The ideal selection marker in genetic transformation should

be readily expressed, easily visualized and non-toxic for

humans and the environment (Hraska et al. 2006). Fluo-

rescent proteins such as green fluorescent protein (GFP),

whose discovery and development led to the award of the

Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2008, are the most useful

visual markers (Shimomura et al. 1962). Fluorescent pro-

teins enable direct observation and an easier and more

precise evaluation of transformation events in real time

under living conditions, without treatment with any exog-

enous substrate. Moreover, GFP fluorescence was shown to

be an accurate tool for protein quantification and can be

used as a quantitative selection marker and an indicator of

gene expression (Niwa et al. 1999; Richards et al. 2003a;

Stewart 2005). Visual selection using fluorescent proteins

is a powerful tool in cases, where the callus proliferation or

regeneration step is inefficient under antibiotic or herbicide

selection, because it enables selection and regeneration of

transgenic plant cells without any additional selection
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pressure (Hraska et al. 2006; Stewart 2001). In addition, the

use of antibiotic resistance markers such as hygromycin

phosphotransferase (hpt) has been a subject of public

concern, due to the possible deleterious effects on other

organisms in the ecosystem caused by the use of antibiot-

ics. Thus, the development of new markers for risk-free

genetic engineering for crop improvement is highly desir-

able. Visual selection could be one such strategy. To date,

visual selection using GFP has been performed success-

fully in various plants (Hraska et al. 2006; Stewart 2001).

However, to achieve visual selection without antibiotics, a

highly efficient transformation system is required, as

transformed cells have to be completely separated from the

much larger fraction of untransformed cells (Hraska et al.

2006).

Since the first reliable report of rice transformation with

Agrobacterium (Hiei et al. 1994), Agrobacterium-mediated

transformation technology in rice has been used widely in

the fields of both molecular breeding and functional

genomics applications such as the generation of T-DNA

insertion lines. Until now, routine and efficient Agrobac-

terium-mediated transformation systems have been

developed for japonica, javanica and indica cultivars of

Asian rice (Oryza sativa L.) and for the new rice for Africa

(NERICA, O. sativa 9 O. glaberrima) (Dong et al. 1996;

Hiei and Komari 2006; Hiei et al. 1994; Ishizaki and

Kumashiro 2008; Rashid et al. 1996; Toki 1997; Toki et al.

2006). In Nipponbare, a model variety of japonica rice, the

generation of transgenic plantlets at high frequency was

successfully achieved within a month of inoculation of

mature seeds (Toki et al. 2006). In this system, several

hundreds of independent transformation events occur in

each small piece of callus (5–10 mm diameter). Moreover,

sGFP (S65T), which has a fluorescent signal up to 100-fold

brighter than that of the original jellyfish GFP in plants,

enables transformed and non-transformed cells in rice

callus to be clearly distinguished (Niwa 2003; Niwa et al.

1999). Thus, the Agrobacterium-mediated transformation

system in Nipponbare using this modified GFP seemed a

good candidate for development of a visual selection sys-

tem. Although visual selection using a GFP marker without

antibiotic selection has previously been performed in a rice

transformation system (particle bombardment of immature

embryos; Vain et al. 1998), the application of visual

selection to Agrobacterium-mediated transformed callus

has not yet been reported.

In this study, we established Agrobacterium-mediated

transformation of rice using GFP as a visible selection

marker, and characterized transformed plants obtained via

visual selection. Furthermore, careful comparison of the

visual selection system using GFP and antibiotic selection

using Hyg suggested that GFP was suitable not only as a

selection marker, but also as an indicator of high gene

expression levels during selection of transformed calli.

Finally, we discuss the potential application of visual

selection in rice cell culture for the production of recom-

binant proteins.

Materials and methods

Binary vector and Agrobacterium transformation

The binary plasmid vector pCAMBIA–sGFP (Fig. 1a) used

in this study (Toki 1997; Toki et al. 2006) was transferred

into Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain EHA105 by elec-

troporation (Hood et al. 1993).

Plant materials

A japonica-type rice (Oryza sativa L. cv. Nipponbare) was

used in this study. For extraction of DNA, RNA or protein,

rice calli or leaves were harvested, immediately frozen in

liquid N2 and stored at -80�C.

Visual selection procedure

Dehulled seeds, which were sterilized with 70% ethanol

and 2.5% sodium hypochlorite, were inoculated on callus

induction N6D medium solidified with 0.4% gelrite, and

cultured for 7 days at 33�C (light for 10 h)/30�C (dark for

14 h). Selection against hygromycin (Hyg) and regener-

ation of transgenic plants were performed following the

method of Toki et al. (2006). Visual selection of GFP was

performed as follows: after 3-days of co-cultivation with

Agrobacterium at 25�C under constant dark, the calli

were washed and cultured on N6D medium containing

400 mg/L carbenicillin (Nakalai tesque, Kyoto, Japan)

for 4–8 weeks at 33�C (light for 10 h)/30�C (dark for

14 h). Every 2 weeks, calli sectors emitting GFP fluo-

rescence were transferred to fresh N6D medium. GFP

fluorescence was observed using a fluorescence micro-

scope with a GFP2 filter (MZ FLIII, Leica Microsystems,

Wetzlar, Germany). Selected calli expressing GFP were

regenerated on Re-III medium at 30�C under constant

light. Shoots arising from calli on Re-III medium were

transferred to HF medium to allow vigorous growth of

roots.

PCR and Southern blot analysis

Genomic DNA was extracted from leaves using Nucleon

PhytoPure (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, USA)

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. PCR analysis

was performed using KOD dash DNA polymerase (TOY-

OBO, Osaka, Japan) with primer sets 50-ATAGCTGC
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GCCGATGGTT-30/50-CGTCTGCTGCTCCATACAAG-30

for hpt, and 50-TGTGATATCTTCCACTGACGTAAG

GGA-30/50-TGTACTCCAGCTTGTGCCCCAGGAT-30

for GFP. Southern blot analysis was performed according

to a standard protocol. A specific DNA probe for the hpt

gene was prepared using a PCR digoxigenin (DIG) probe

synthesis kit (Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland)

according to the manufacturer’s protocol with the primer

set described above. Southern blot hybridization signals

were detected and analyzed using a Lumivision PRO

(TAITEC, Saitama, Japan).

Quantitative RT-PCR

Total RNA was extracted from frozen calli with an RNeasy

Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Transcript

levels of each gene were measured by real-time quantita-

tive RT-PCR using a Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix

(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) and an

ABI7300 (Applied Biosystems) according to the manu-

facturers’ protocols. The gene-specific primers used for

quantitative RT-PCR were 50-CAGAAGAACGGCATC

AAGGT-30/50-CTGGGTGCTCAGGTAGTGGT-30 for gfp,

and 50-ATAGCTGCGCCGATGGTT-30/50-GGGAGATG

CAATAGGTCAGG-30 for hpt.

Immuno-blot analysis and measurement

of GFP fluorescence

Total protein was extracted from frozen calli with extrac-

tion buffer (0.1 M sodium phosphate, 0.1% Triton-X and

20% glycerol). Electrophoresis of protein and immuno-blot

hybridization were performed as described previously

(Osakabe et al. 2006). Living colors A.v. (JL-8) mono-

clonal antibody (Clontech, Mountain View, CA, USA) was

used as the antibody against GFP, and recombinant GFP

protein (Clontech) was used as a standard for protein

quantification. Signals were detected and analyzed as for

Southern blot hybridization. A blot was stained by Mem-

Code Reversible Protein Stain Kit (PIERCE, Illinois, USA)

to visualize proteins and estimate protein loading. Quan-

tification of GFP fluorescence was carried out using a Bio-

Rad Molecular Imager FX in combination with Quantity

One software (Bio-Rad).

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of visual selection in rice callus. a
Structure of the T-DNA used in this study. The GFP and hpt

expression cassettes were cloned in the binary vector pCAMBIA1390

(Niwa 2003; Niwa et al. 1999; Toki et al. 2006), yielding pCAMBIA–

sGFP. GFP expression was under the control of the CaMV 35S

promoter (35S pro) and a duplicated nopaline synthase terminator

(2 9 NOS ter); hpt expression was directed by a duplicated 35S

promoter (2 9 35S pro) and the CaMV 30UTR. The orange bar
indicates the region covered by the DIG-labeled hpt probe used for

Southern blot analysis. b Visual selection in rice callus. Rice calli

were transformed with Agrobacterium harboring the vector shown in

(a), and cultured without antibiotic selection. Calli including sectors

emitting green fluorescence (as indicated by the red circle) were

isolated under blue light and propagated. c Conventional antibiotic

selection in rice callus. Transformed rice calli were cultured in the

presence of pCAMBIA–sGFP hygromycin, and vigorously growing

sectors (red circle) were isolated under white light and propagated
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Results

Establishment of a visual selection system for rice

transformation

Visual selection using GFP fluorescence without antibiotics

was performed on rice calli infected with Agrobacterium

containing pCAMBIA–sGFP (Fig. 1a). After a 3-day co-

cultivation with Agrobacterium, rice calli were washed to

remove Agrobacterium and cultured on N6D medium

containing carbenicillin. Two weeks after Agrobacterium

infection, sectors emitting green fluorescence were isolated

under a stereoscopic microscope and subcultured at 10- to

20-day intervals (Fig. 1b). Strong green fluorescence

emitted from rice callus was considered to be derived from

the rice cells because only a faint GFP signal was shown to

be detected from Agrobacterium harboring pCAMBIA–

sGFP (Toki et al. 2006). In parallel, antibiotic selection

using Hyg was performed following the method of Toki

(1997; Toki et al. 2006); 2 weeks after Agrobacterium

infection, sectors growing vigorously in the presence of

Hyg were isolated under white light and sub-cultured

(Fig. 1c).

Using the visual selection system, we succeeded in

achieving clonal propagation of transformed calli and

regeneration of transformed plants. The efficiency of clonal

propagation (the ratio of the number of clonal lines suc-

cessfully propagated to the number of Agrobacterium-

infected calli) obtained by visual selection was estimated at

10–20%, compared to the almost 90% achieved using

Hyg selection (Table 1). The final transformation effi-

ciency (the ratio of the number of regenerated plant lines in

which T-DNA insertion was confirmed to that of Agro-

bacterium-infected callus) did not exceed 10%, compared

to the [80% achieved in the conventional Hyg system

(Table 1).

Characterization of transgenic plants selected

using GFP fluorescence

Southern hybridization analysis was performed to evaluate

the presence of the T-DNA in the T0 generation of trans-

genic rice plants. Transgenic plants selected with GFP

contained single (Fig. 2a, lanes 3, 6, 9 and 10) or multiple

(lanes 2, 4, 7 and 8) hybridizing bands. On average, 2.3

T-DNA copies were integrated in rice plants selected

with GFP (n = 13; Fig. 2a, and data not shown). Previ-

ously, we have reported that, on average, 2.1 copies of T-

DNA were integrated in rice plants selected on Hyg in our

transformation system (Nakamura et al. 2007), suggesting

that the integrated T-DNA copy number in calli isolated

by visual selection is comparable to that in calli selected

on Hyg.

The stable inheritance of transgenes to the T1 generation

of transformed plants was evaluated by Southern blot

analysis and immuno-blot analysis. Southern blot analysis

revealed the transmission and segregation of transgene in

T1 plants (Fig. 2b). Similarly, analysis of GFP protein

confirmed the transmission and segregation of transgene in

T1 plants (Fig. 2c, d). Moreover, GFP fluorescence was

observed in 42 of 62 T1 seeds, which fits a 3:1 ratio

(v2 = 1.74; P [ 0.05). These results showed that, just as

with selection on Hyg, transgenes in transformed plants

selected visually using GFP fluorescence are stably inher-

ited to the T1 generation in a Mendelian manner.

Gene expression analysis of transgenic calli selected

with GFP fluorescence

Quantification by immunoblot analysis of GFP protein

extracted from calli revealed concentrations of 13.7 and

16.1 ng/lg soluble total protein in calli isolated by visual

selection (Fig. 3a, lanes 3, 4), while 1.4 and 1.6 ng/lg total

Table 1 Transformation efficiency with visual selection and Hyg selection

Selection

marker

No. of Agrobacterium-

infected calli (A)

No. of lines successful

in clonal propagationa
No. of lines

successfully

regenerateda

No. of plants in which

T-DNA insertion

was confirmed (B)b

Transformation

efficiency (B/A) (%)

GFP-1 83 17 11 6 7.2

Hyg-1 32 30 28 28 87.5

GFP-2 70 7 5 3 4.3

Hyg-2 32 28 27 27 84.3

GFP-3 96 9 5 4 4.2

Hyg-3 32 30 25 25 78.1

a Primary callus derived from one seed was counted as one line
b T-DNA insertions in transformed plants selected against Hyg were checked by PCR using a primer set to amplify the hpt gene or gfp gene (data

not shown). T-DNA insertions in transformed plants selected with GFP were verified by Southern blot analysis (Fig. 2a)
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soluble protein in calli were selected on Hyg (lanes 1, 2). In

addition, GFP fluorescence emitted from protein extracted

from calli was quantified. Just as with the GFP protein

level, GFP fluorescence in calli isolated by visual selection

was higher than that in calli isolated by Hyg selection

(Fig. 3b). Furthermore, we cultured calli selected by GFP

in N6D liquid medium (Fig. 3a, lane 4). After a 2-week

cultivation, a large amount of GFP protein (estimated as

84 ng/lg total protein) had leaked into the liquid medium

(Fig. 3c). These results suggested that GFP hyper-accu-

mulating transgenic lines were efficiently obtained using

our visual selection system.

Thus, using GFP fluorescence as a visual selection

indicator, we succeeded in the clonal propagation of calli in

which GFP protein was accumulated to a high level

(Fig. 3a, b), raising the possibility that calli expressing high

amounts of GFP protein could be selected under high Hyg

pressure, because the hpt and gfp expression cassettes are

aligned in tandem and the hpt expression level was thus

assumed to be correlated with that of gfp. To test this,

transformed calli selected on 50 mg/L (usual concentra-

tion) or 100 mg/L (high concentration) Hyg were analyzed.

With selection on 100 mg/L Hyg, the efficiency of clonal

propagation (the ratio of the number of lines successfully

propagated to the number of Agrobacterium-infected calli)

was approximately 80%; efficiency was slightly lower on

50 mg/L Hyg (Table 2). Quantification of GFP protein and

GFP fluorescence showed that no lines of calli in which

GFP protein was accumulated to a high level were obtained

with selection on Hyg (Fig. 3b), suggesting that it is dif-

ficult to obtain transformed calli accumulating high levels

of GFP protein under Hyg selection pressure, even if higher

Hyg pressure, at least 100 mg/L Hyg, is used.

The mRNA levels of gfp and hpt gene transcripts were

analyzed by quantitative RT-PCR. The mRNA level of the

gfp gene in calli isolated by visual selection was approxi-

mately fivefold higher than with Hyg selection (Fig. 3d).

On the other hand, hpt gene mRNA levels in calli isolated

by visual selection were comparable to those obtained

following Hyg selection (Fig. 3d), suggesting that tran-

scription of the hpt and gfp genes is not co-regulated.

Discussion

In this study, transgenic rice plants mediated by Agro-

bacterium were selected using GFP as a visible marker.

Stable integration of T-DNA in the T0 generation and

Fig. 2 Genetic analysis of transgenic plants obtained by visual

selection. a Southern blot analysis using the hpt probe shown in

Fig. 1a of HindIII-digested genomic DNA extracted from regenerated

plants. Lanes: NT non-transformant, 1 plant from transgenic calli

obtained by Hyg selection, 2–10 plants from transgenic calli obtained

by visual selection. b Southern blot analysis as in (a) with plants from

the T1 generation. Lanes: NT non-transformant, T0 T0 plant, T1 (1–8)

plants of the T1 generation. c Immuno-blot analysis of GFP protein

expression in plants of the T1 generation. Twenty microgram of total

proteins extracted from young leaves were separated by SDS-

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). Lanes: NT non-

transformant, T0 T0 plant, T1 (1–8) plants of the T1 generation. d GFP

fluorescence in T1 transgenic plants T1-3 and T1–7. Upper and lower
panels show images taken under blue and white light, respectively
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inheritance to the T1 generation were confirmed (Fig. 2).

To date, visual selection in rice using a GFP marker

without antibiotic selection has previously been performed

through particle bombardment (Vain et al. 1998). Genetic

transformation mediated by Agrobacterium is superior to

particle bombardment method in some points. Agrobacte-

rium-mediated transformation results in less rearrangement

and lower copy insertion of transgenes. Moerover, trans-

genes tend to integrate into transcriptionally active regions.

Thus, visual selection system using GFP mediated by

Agrobacterium is thought to be more useful and practically

applicable compared to particle bombardment.

The transformation efficiency with visual selection was

lower than that with conventional Hyg selection because of

the technical difficulty of clonal propagation of trans-

formed calli selected on the basis of GFP fluorescence

(Table 1). Other authors who have used visual selection of

rice, sugarcane and wheat transformants after bombard-

ment also found it very difficult to maintain preferential

growth of transformed cells (Elliott et al. 1999; Jordan

Fig. 3 Expression analysis in transgenic calli selected visually or on

hygromycin. a Immuno-blot analysis of GFP protein expression in

transformed calli. Total soluble proteins extracted from transformed

calli selected on Hyg (lanes 1 and 2; 20 lg) or visually by GFP

fluorescence (lanes 3 and 4; 2 lg) were separated by SDS-PAGE and

analyzed with an anti-GFP antibody. Upper panel western blot

analysis. Lower panel a membrane stained by MemCode Reversible

Protein Stain Kit after blotting. b Comparison of GFP protein

concentration with GFP fluorescence in total soluble protein extracted

from transformed calli selected with GFP or Hyg. Black diamonds,

grey squares and white circles indicate transformed calli selected with

50 mg/L Hyg (Hyg50), 100 mg/L Hyg (Hyg100) or GFP (0 mg/L

Hyg, visual), respectively. c Two-week-old liquid medium culture of

calli selected with GFP. The right and left images were taken under

white and blue light, respectively. d mRNA levels of gfp and hpt
genes in transformed calli. For qRT-PCR, 0.1 lg total RNA extracted

from transformed calli was used as a template. All mRNA levels were

normalized to the OsActin1 level as a control and are presented as the

ratio relative to lane 1. Data are the mean ± SD of three separate

PCR analyses. The gray and white bars indicate the mRNA levels of

GFP and hpt, respectively. 1, 2 Transgenic calli obtained by Hyg

selection 3, 4 transgenic calli obtained by visual selection

Table 2 Efficiency of clonal propagation in the selection with high concentration Hyg

100 mg/L Hyg No. of Agrobacterium-

infected calli (A)

No. of lines successful

in clonal propagation (B)a
Clonal propagation

efficiency (B/A) (%)

Exp-1 32 24 75.0

Exp-2 32 26 81.3

Exp-3 32 28 87.5

a A primary callus derived from one seed was counted as one line
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2000; Vain et al. 1998). At least two factors are thought to

be necessary to enhance the efficiency of clonal propaga-

tion in visual selection systems in rice: (1) an increase in

the number of transformed cells, in which integrated genes

are stably expressed, and (2) vigorous growth of trans-

formed cells versus non-transformed cells. We are

currently analyzing these factors to improve the efficiency

of our visual selection system.

By using GFP visual selection system, we succeeded in

the clonal propagation of calli in which GFP mRNA and

protein accumulated to high levels (Fig. 3). However,

unlike in lines selected on Hyg, hpt and gfp gene transcript

levels were not correlated in calli lines isolated by visual

selection (Fig. 3d). In addition, selection with a higher

concentration of Hyg did not enhance accumulation of GFP

protein (Fig. 3b). These results suggest that selection relies

on the appropriate level of marker gene expression;

selection pressure in GFP selection is thought to be

dependent not on hpt expression, but on GFP expression,

and positional effects on the transcription of each transgene

differ even when they are located in tandem at the same

locus. A similar result was reported in Arabidopsis (Hsiao

et al. 2007). Hsiao et al. developed a new selection system

in Arabidopsis based on the overexpression of the Ara-

bidopsis tryptophan synthase beta 1 (AtTSB1) gene and

selection with 5-methyl-tryptophan (5MT) or CdCl2.

Selection of transformed Arabidopsis with 5MT or CdCl2
showed that TSB1 mRNA levels increased despite uneven

expression level of the hpt gene (Hsiao et al. 2007). These

results support the notion that the expression level of the

selection gene is determined by the selection method. For

the production of recombinant proteins, visual selection

appears to be useful method in spite of the low efficiency of

clonal propagation.

Plant cell culture systems are regarded as a favorable

means of producing small-to-medium quantities of high-

priced, high-purity and specialty recombinant proteins.

Recombinant proteins produced by transformed plant cells

are more likely to be safe for human consumption, because

there is no risk of contamination not only by agrochemi-

cals, but also by human pathogens and endotoxins (Hellwig

et al. 2004). Furthermore, GFP was found to be non-toxic

for rats when ingested either in a purified form or expressed

in transgenic plants (Richards et al. 2003b), suggesting that

the combination of a plant cell culture system with a visual

selection system based on GFP would be acceptable. In this

study, we obtained calli in which GFP protein accumulated

to about 15 ng/lg total soluble proteins (Fig. 3a, b). In the

liquid culture in this callus line, 84 ng GFP was secreted

per 1 lg total protein in 2 lL cultured medium (see

Fig. 3c). In previous reports, recombinant proteins such as

antibodies or lysozyme accumulated to *3–4% of total

soluble proteins and 85–200 mg/L in liquid culture

medium (Hellwig et al. 2004). GFP accumulation in calli

selected visually was less than half that in previous reports;

this is most likely due to the difference in rice cultivar or

promoter used to drive target gene expression. Stability of

transgene products in plant cells also affects the level of

exogenous protein accumulation.

In summary, we propose a model system of rice cell

culture for the production of recombinant proteins using

visual selection. Stewart (2005) discussed that a protein

fusion would, a priori, be a better method of using GFP to

monitor the accumulation of a protein of interest. Indeed,

we demonstrated here that expression of the hpt gene did

not correlate with that of the gfp gene, although they are

tandemly aligned (Fig. 3d). This result suggests that a

target gene should be fused to the gfp gene in order to be

positively correlated with the expression of both genes. To

achieve separate expression of the target protein, the

inclusion of an internal ribosome entry sites (IRES) that

would allow cap-independent translation initiation, or 2A

oligopeptides that mediate self-cleavage at the C-terminus

that could allow efficient separation of GFP and the

recombinant protein, are strategies that could be considered

(de Felipe et al. 2006; Matsuo et al. 2004; Stewart 2005;

Urwin et al. 2000). There is a positive association between

estimated GFP protein concentration and GFP fluorescence

(R2 = 0.82, Fig. 3b) as shown in a previous report (Rich-

ards et al. 2003a). In the selection step, calli emitting the

strongest GFP fluorescence are propagated and cultured in

liquid medium because the GFP-target fusion gene is

assumed to be expressed at high level in such calli. In this

study, abundant GFP protein leaked into the medium in

liquid culture (Fig. 3c), suggesting the possibility that

visible selection using GFP as an indicator of gene

expression could be applied to the production of valuable

recombinant proteins by liquid culture. In liquid culture of

high GFP-fluorescent callus, a target recombinant protein

of less than 30 kDa would be secreted and accumulate in

the culture medium (Hellwig et al. 2004).

In conclusion, a visual selection system using GFP

fluorescence can be successfully applied to Agrobacterium-

mediated transformation in rice. Analysis of the expression

levels of the gfp and hpt genes in the calli selected visually

or on Hyg showed that the expression levels of these genes

were not correlated, and that visual selection allows

selection of calli in which the gfp gene is expressed to a

high level.
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